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LIONTRUST UK MICRO CAP

Sectorswherethefundisinvested(%)
Information
Energy 1
Technology 36

Off to a ﬂying start

THE UK’s smallest listed
companies – with market values
of £250 million or less – can
provide exhilarating investment
opportunities.
Often under-researched by
analysts and fund managers,
canny investors can frequently
pick up shares at bargain prices
– before the market wakes up to
their true potential.
Since the tiniest companies
can also quickly go up in smoke
it means the sector also has a
reputation for being high risk.
The fund management team
behind Liontrust UK Micro Cap
aims to smooth out the most
serious investment risks by only
selecting minnows – valued at
under £150 million – that have
already proven their moneymaking credentials as well as
resilience to whatever the
economic weather throws at
them. According to Victoria
Stevens, one of the four
managers behind the £39 million
fund, the initial stock selection
process is three-pronged. She
says: ‘Every company has to be
profitable, have directors who
have a minimum 3 per cent
shareholding – and be
headquartered in the UK.’
Beyond these hurdles a
company must have one or
more of three key attributes:
ownership of its intellectual
property (patents and
copyrights); a strong distribution
network that makes it tricky for
competitors to replicate; and a
high proportion of revenues
drawn from recurring income
rather than one-off sales.
Currently, the fund is heavily
skewed towards technology and
software firms – a sector
‘rich in intellectual property’,
says Stevens. One of the fund’s
60 or so stocks is Statpro, a
provider of analytic software
to asset managers. She says:
‘Its customers are sticky,
meaning once they have the
product they will not easily
move away.’ This means
70 per cent of Statpro’s
turnover is recurring.
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